Ad Tech + Brands on Coronavirus Disinfo Sites:
8-12 June
GDI has studied a selection of conspiracy stories and sites spreading disinformation about the coronavirus.

Conspiracy theories include:

- Enemy terrorists are excited about U.S. unrest.
- Riots and coronavirus are part of the same “great plan”.
- Riots and coronavirus are a distraction from real issues.

All stories found on known disinformation sites.
Ad tech serving these ads & funding these stories:

- Google
- Taboola
- clickTAG
- Yahoo! Ads
- Amazon
- AdRoll
- Criteo

Note: Some of these companies include retargeting and data analytic companies serving the “last mile” for delivering online ads.
Brands funding these sites & stories:

- Amazon.com
- Audible
- eBay
- Blue Apron
- Tableau
- Bloomberg
- Wayfair
- Made.com
- Freshly
- Jack Daniel's
- Vimeo
- Hotels Combined
- Nissan
- O2
- Deutsche Bank
- Mack Weldon
- Jira
- SEAT
- Flosum
- Sparkasse
- Citizens Bank
Brand Advertisements

- All of these brands were found on the sites queried.
- Brand ads will vary by anyone’s data footprint & geolocation.
- Screenshots taken from locations in US, UK and Germany.
- Given EU data protections, most ads provide clickable information on the company providing ad.
- This information has been included and/or used to attribute the delivery of an ad to a specific tech company.
- The ad serving domain has been circled at the bottom of each screenshot (whenever available in the browser status bar).
Bloomberg News ad delivered by Google

Islamic State Calls Coronavirus, Race Riot Chaos a “Blessing”

In case you’ve forgotten about them.

Published 2 days ago on Jun 8, 2020
By Richard Moorhead

https://www.googleadservices.com/osgaad/facefa?sa=L&ai=C_r5sL_9pxuQ%5CC%5CT_L6hQPCM-A+l3-CR6Xc/sQGQc86-uj7eyDRA8ll-g-88ZgJlKwYwHoAGzvv8A9g8CagDAcgo2wwS9BMYCT9ArNjvW2Y9_zZo...
Corrupt World Health Organization Does a 180 – Now Says Asymptomatic Spread of Coronavirus is “Very Rare” (VIDEO)

By Cristina Laila
Published June 8, 2020 at 3:00pm
267 Comments
COVID-19, Floyd Riots Send Anti-Trump Fake News into Hyperdrive
By Chris Americanus

The mainstream media are often far from a trustworthy guardian of the public's well-being. The Yellow Press published in 1898 the largely discredited proposition that Spain sabotaged and sank the USS Maine, an accusation that incited the Spanish-American War. Recent events show that fake news, not from "Russian troll farms," but rather from domestic media sources and also the Democratic Party's nominee for president, is being used to influence the 2020 presidential election. Here is a list of the misrepresentations, if not flat-out lies, that the media and the Democratic Party's nominee have told about Donald Trump during the past two months.
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The mainstream media are often far from a trustworthy guardian of the public’s well-being. The Yellow Press, published in 1898, largely discredited a proposition that Spain sabotaged and sank the USS Maine, an accusation that incited the Spanish-American War. Recent events show that fake news, not from "Russian trolls farms," but rather from domestic media sources and also the Democratic Party’s nominee for president, is being used to influence the 2020 presidential election. Here is a list of the misrepresentations, if not flat-out lies, that the media and the Democratic Party’s nominee have told about Donald Trump during the past two months.
Lillet & LG ads delivered by Amazon

Americans are bowing down before the mob because of the Big Lie

By Andrea Widberg

One of the more disturbing images to emerge in the past few days has been of police officers and National Guardsman kneeling — effectively bowing down — before the mob. These men and women who represent the forces of law and order claim they are kneeling in solidarity, but what they're doing looks like obeisance.
"The Narrative of Coronavirus Has Failed"
Suddenly there is no talk about coronavirus.

Reputable doctors in Italy, the UK, and elsewhere are claiming the virus hardly exists anymore.
Islamic State Calls Coronavirus, Race Riot Chaos a “Blessing”

In case you've forgotten about them.

Published 1 day ago on Jun 8, 2020
By Richard Moorhead
Islamic State Calls Coronavirus, Race Riot Chaos a “Blessing”

In case you’ve forgotten about them.

Published 1 day ago on Jun 8, 2020
By Richard Moorhead

https://cat.fr.eu.criteo.com/delivery/dk.php?cppv=3&cpp=BEP://FSVuGQuvb68rGCxPbWeUnVky63/3gin8OS..._J5ZW1j8uPbVQXCMz6efQY105SAXwh4I1YBj15zuF5FYKhoX7EGEay06msZQdE...
Leaked Report: Coronavirus Is A “Global False Report”

1 The Washington Standard / © June 2, 2020

WhatFinger.com  Tired of Drudge?
But the 93-pages report titled "Analysis of the Crisis Management" has been drafted by a scientific panel appointed by the interior ministry and composed by external medical experts from several German universities. German official turned whistleblower, Stephen Kohn, who worked for the interior ministry, leaked the report.

The authors of the report issued a joint press release already May 11th, berating the government for ignoring expert advice, and asking for the interior minister to officially comment upon the experts' joint statement:

*Therapeutic and preventive measures should never bring more harm than the illness itself. Their aim should be to protect the risk groups, without endangering the availability of medical care and the health of the whole population, as it is unfortunately occurring*
Jira ad supported by Google
Lots More Rioting, Looting & Civil Unrest As Economy Continues To Crumble
Mitt Romney Marches for Black Lives Matter

As the country succumbs to leftist anarchy/racism under the twin banners of COVID-19 and Black Lives Matter, you may well wonder, where are the Republicans? The answer is — but only if you want to count Mitt Romney as a Republican.

We need more of this.
Nissan ad delivered by Taboola - The Gateway Pundit
Corrupt World Health Organization Does a 180 – Now Says Asymptomatic Spread of Coronavirus is “Very Rare” (VIDEO)

By Cristina Laia
Published June 8, 2020 at 3:00pm
297 Comments

The damage was intentional. The purpose was to destroy the economy in hopes that so doing would destroy Trump. The hundreds of millions of lives destroyed around the world are just collateral damage. That anyone believes that liberals “care” about them is insane.

The WHO is the “hand puppet” of the ChiComs and should be treated as such.
COVID-19 AND RIOTS: THE OPERATIONAL CONNECTIONS

June 5, 2020

Tips for Buying Outdoor

https://tacklick.g.doubleclick.net/ack?u=1&k=CvFeYBAbgYoXHAYD7_UP50uh8AmSm=ZSNXHiLrud7+2ZM4A8IABgfWvqYxWggEXY2fAhHVTczDTM2/TykYkMyZk4XnT0gAa_m6YDyAE.jpg

Ebay ad delivered by Google
COVID-19 AND RIOTS: THE OPERATIONAL CONNECTIONS

June 6, 2020
COVID Was Act I – George Floyd Was Act II – Endgame: Martial Law & A Police State
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